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WHEN ARE SEED CROPS

FOOD CROPS?
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has provided the Oregon
Department of Agriculture with a “Notice of Intent to Disapprove” an Oregon Special
Local Need (SLN) registration.  This SLN pertains to clover grown for seed.  The
reasoning behind this “Notice” may involve other Oregon seed crops.

EPA must establish pesticide residue tolerances as part of the process for registering
a pesticide product for use on a food or feed crop.  Generally, seed crops have not
been considered feed or food crops because the seed is planted.  However, some
byproducts of a seed crop may have value as feed items.  Seed screenings would be
an example of such a byproduct.  If EPA considers these crop byproducts to be
significant feed items, then pesticide residue tolerances are required for the byproducts.
As an alternative to establishing pesticide residue tolerances on crop byproducts,
pesticide product labeling has specified that the crop and its byproducts can not be
used as food or feed.

EPA has repeatedly expressed concern about assuring that seed crop byproducts which
do not have tolerances established not be utilized as feed.  A newer concern is the use
of seeds to produce sprouts consumed by people.  Seed varieties known to be sprouted
for human consumption include alfalfa, azuki bean, Chinese cabbage, clover, lentils,
mung bean, onions and radish.  Oregon currently has 29 SLN registrations for seed
crops that may be sprouted, including alfalfa grown for seed, clover grown for seed,
and radish grown for seed.  Oregon has a total of 97 SLN registrations on seed crops
(includes grass grown for seed, carrots etc.), with three more requests pending.

Staff from three department divisions (Commodity Inspection, Food Safety and
Pesticides) have become involved in the issue of seed crops being used to provide
sprouts for human consumption.    Meetings have been held with firms which purchase
seed, sprout the seed, and market the sprouts produced for human consumption.
Meetings among groups of growers who produce seed have begun, with additional
meetings being scheduled.  Discussions with EPA are continuing in an effort to
determine activities which will adequately address EPA’s concerns.  Some ideas thus
far received from the seed industry include:
(1)  Each seed conditioner would require each grower to provide a complete list of
pesticides and labels used in the growing of the seed crop; and
(2)  Seed conditioners would label bags of processed seed as “Not for human or
animal consumption,” and include this same restriction on the invoice in the event
that the seed is repackaged.

Failure to adequately address the concerns of EPA could result in the disapproval
(cancellation) of some current Oregon SLN registrations, as well as denial of some
future SLN registration requests.
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RECENT CIVIL PENALTIES ISSUED
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Q & A: SUPERVISING TRAINEES

If you are a commercial or public applicator, supervising
pesticide trainees can be a rewarding experience.  As a
supervisor, you can pass on some of your knowledge and
experience with pesticides.  However, supervising can
often be challenging--especially when trying to decide
what license you and your trainees need.  Here are some
commonly asked questions about trainees.

Q:  Do I need a pesticide applicator’s license to supervise
trainees even though I will not be applying pesticides?
A:  Yes, you need a license to supervise any application
where a trainee would need a license.  However, if a
commercial or public trainee license is not required for
the application being performed, then you do not need a
license either.  An example of a situation that would NOT
require a license is a public employee applying general-
use pesticides with a backpack sprayer to government land.

Q: Do all commercial or public employees applying
restricted-use pesticides need to be licensed?
A:  Yes, either as a licensed pesticide applicator or licensed
pesticide trainee.

Q.  If my employees are going to be applying pesticides
to the property of others (my customers) do they need to
be licensed?
A: Yes, either as a commercial pesticide applicator or
commercial pesticide trainee.

Q: Do employees who apply pesticides with machine-
powered equipment need to be licensed?
A:  Public employees using machine-powered equipment
to apply general-use or restricted-use pesticides need to
be licensed as an applicator or trainee in the proper
categories.  Employees applying any pesticide product by
any means to the property of another, need a license.

Q:  Which supervised trainee license should I have my
employees get?
A:  This depends on how closely you will want to supervise
them.  You must be on the same job site AND within 5
minutes travel time of the actual site of application with
Immediately Supervised Pesticide Trainees.  No
examination is required to obtain this license, however
the employee must register with ODA by submitting the
required forms and license fees.  To supervise Directly
Supervised Pesticide Trainees, you must be able to be
reached by phone or radio at all times during the application
for consultation.  Employees must pass a certification
examination to get this license.

Q: What are my responsibilities as a supervisor?
A.  You, the supervising applicator, are responsible for the
actions of your pesticide trainees.  You must ensure that
your trainees have access to the product label and protective
equipment listed on the label.  You also are responsible for
preventing misapplications by your employees: check
application equipment, maintain good communication, and
make sure trainees know how to properly mix solutions
and calibrate equipment.  You must maintain acurate spray

records for your trainees: either keep
records yourself or ensure

records are kept by the
employee.  Finally, your

license categories and
the categories on the
trainee’s license must
match the type of
work being done.
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)s(eta ytiC noitpircseDesruoC stiderC tcatnoC rebmuNenohP
0002/30/1 melaS R&LmehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/30/1 dnaltroP MP+MA-fnoCtmgMsnIWNPSE 2+3 sniktaWannaeD 1513737145
0002/40/1 reviRdooH MP+MA-gtMreworGgnoLSG 2+3 sgeganeHleM 6612453305

31/1-0002/50/1 melaS 4,3,2,1tmgMtsePeerTsamtsirhCCCC 2+2+2+2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
6/1-0002/50/1 dnaltroP esruoCtrohSppAmehCSE latot61 relliMyrreT 1181737145

0002/50/1 noteldneP stseP-fnoCdeeStceriDUSO 3 ikcosyWnoD 6964872305
6/1-0002/50/1 dnaltroP MP+MA-CMDPOWSE 3+3+3+1 sniktaWannaeD 1513737145

0002/60/1 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/70/1 notsimreH rnmStnempiuqEedicitsePSE 4 narroMcMyerffeJ 1238765145
0002/70/1 dnaltroP MA-CMDPOWSE 2 sniktaWannaeD 1513737145
0002/80/1 grubesoR gnrTeroCcilppAedicitsePCCU 4 okhcuByrrehS 1123776145
0002/01/1 melaS slebaL-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/01/1 sllaFhtamalK edicitseP-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145
0002/11/1 sillavroC rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305

0002/11/ yelsiaP MP+MA-gnrTppAetavirP 1+3 knehSnoryM 4726737145
0002/11/1 retaweerFnotliM noitacilppA/htaMcisaBSE 3 llenraDmoT 7955839145
0002/21/1 melaS rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305
0002/21/1 drofdeM MP+MA-gnrTtreceRROnrehtuoSSE 3+4 kriksubnaVlihP 1837677145
0002/21/1 dnaltroP MA-sgtMSHWNSE 2 naleksoKaniG 4621876305
0002/31/1 samakcalC rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305
0002/31/1 drofdeM MA-gnrTtreceRROnrehtuoSSE 3 kriksubnaVlihP 1837677145
0002/31/1 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/31/1 dnaltroP MP+MA-sgtMSHWNSE 1+2 naleksoKaniG 4621876305
0002/51/1 melaS gnrTciLrotacilppAetavirPCCC 6 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/51/1 nrubdooW gnrTeroClebaLedicitsePCCC 4 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/71/1 koomalliT MP+MA-gnrTppAedicitsePSE 2+3 knehSnoryM 4726737145
0002/81/1 orobslliH rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305

91/1-0002/81/1 melaS 2,1-gnrTeroClebaLedicitsePCCC 2+2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/81/1 noteldneP gnrT.ppA.virPeroCSE 4 proCyraM 3045872145
0002/81/1 sllaFhtamalK MP+MA-MPIlanoitanretnISE 4+4 ddoTyendoR 1317388305
0002/81/1 airotsA MP+MA-gnrTppAedicitsePSE 2+3 knehSnoryM 4726737145
0002/91/1 retaweerFnotliM rnmStenretnI/MPISE 4 llenraDmoT 7955839145
0002/02/1 aroruA rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305
0002/02/1 nrubdooW hsinapS-gnrTrotacilppAetavirPCCC 6 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/02/1 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/02/1 melaS sedicitseP-fnoCD&RWGADO 1 senyaHttaM 6774689305
0002/02/1 ytiCrekaB gnrTeroC.ppAetavirPSE 4 rraCyaJ 8146325145
0002/02/1 retaweerFnotliM rnmStenretnI/MPISE 4 llenraDmoT 7955839145
0002/42/1 melaS ytivitceleS-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305

52/1-0002/42/1 melaS 2,1gnrTytefaS&swaLCCC 3+6 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/42/1 sllaFhtamalK deeWtnatsiseR-cirgAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145

82/1-0002/62/1 melaS 3,2,1gnrTfruT&nrOCCC 6+6+6 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/72/1 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/72/1 dnaltroP ecnerefnoCCPO 3 semaJnnyL 0033137305
0002/82/1 melaS gnrTeroCdtS.torPrekroWAHSORO/CCC 4 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/13/1 melaS DIdeeW-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/13/1 sllaFhtamalK noitadargeD.vnE-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145
0002/13/1 ednarGaL gnrTtreceRedicitsePSE 4 rraCyaJ 8146325145
0002/10/2 esirpretnE gnrTtreceRedicitsePSE 4 rraCyaJ 8146325145

21/2-0002/20/2 melaS 4,3,2,1lortnoCtsePlarutcurtSCCC 3+3+3+3 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/20/ ytiCnogerO rnmS.dorPesuohneerGUSO 3 srehtaMhannaH 312x4621876305
0002/20/2 esirpretnE gnrTtreceRedicitsePSE 4 rraCyaJ 8146325145
0002/30/2 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/30/2 ednarGaL gnrTeroCedicitseP 4 KOOCNODROG 0101369145
0002/40/2 retaweerFnotliM srotacilppA/htaMcisaBSE 3 llenraDmoT 7955839145

0002/70/ melaS edicibreH-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/70/2 sllaFhtamalK tniM/PMI-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145
0002/80/2 oiratnO MP+MA-loP&icSedicitsePSE 4+4 okmiSneB 7141188305
0002/80/2 tropweN gnrTeroC.ppA.virP 4 sregoRlliB 7883-562-145
0002/90/2 oiratnO MA-loP&icSedicitsePSE 3 okmiSneB 7141188305
0002/01/2 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/01/2 sardaM gnrTeroC.ppA.virPSE 4 reltuBnivraM 8083574305
0002/41/2 melaS ytefaS-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305

71/2,0002/51/2 oiratnO snoisses3eroCcilppAetavirPCCVT 4+4+4 daehdooWekiM 252X3946988145
0002/51/2 oiratnO gnrTeroC.ppA.virPSE 4 daehdooWekiM 252X3946988145
0002/71/2 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/12/2 melaS stcesnI-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/12/2 sllaFhtamalK ecnatsiseR-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145
0002/22/2 dneB MA-CSROlartneCSE 4 knehSnoryM 4726737145
0002/22/2 dneB MP-CSROlartneCSE 3 knehSnoryM 4726737145

42/2-0002/32/2 melaS 2,1gnrTciLrotacilppAetavirPCCC 3+3 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/42/2 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/42/2 retaweerFnotliM gnrT.ppA.virPhsinapSSE 3 llenraDmoT 7955839145
0002/82/2 melaS esaesiD-mehCgACCC 2 nosrednAgiarCD 9315993305
0002/82/2 sllaFhtamalK slaicifeneB-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145
0002/20/3 ynablA 318.9esruoC-mehCgACCBL 3 ekaHdeT 0128852145
0002/60/3 nodnaB rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305
0002/60/3 sllaFhtamalK snoitacilppA-GAelbaniatsuSCCK 1 lavoDydnaR 1253288145

8/3-0002/70/3 sillavroC mgrPtngM.geVporC-noNSE latot51 knehSnoryM 4726737145
0002/41/3 drofdeM rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305
0002/51/3 sllaFhtamalK rnmSytefaSgAFIAS 2 ekztiWytsirhC 2778373305

Check ODA Pesticides webpage for the most current listing of courses being offered

UPCOMING RECERTIFICATION COURSES THROUGH MARCH 2000
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

PESTICIDE ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

The Oregon Department of Agriculture is charged with the
responsibility of regulating pesticide sales, distribution and
use in Oregon.  That responsibility is derived from Oregon
Revised Statute (ORS) 634, the Oregon Pesticide Control
Law.  From ORS 634, Oregon Administrative Regulation
(OAR) 603-57 has been developed.

ORS 634.372 identifies 22 different prohibited acts.  Some
of the most common are:

♦ (2) use of a pesticide inconsistent with it labeling
♦ (4) faulty, careless or negligent use of a pesticide
♦ (5) refuse or neglect to prepare and maintain records
♦ (8) no applicator license
♦ (9) no operator license or employ an individual who is

not properly licensed
♦ (11) no pesticide dealer license
♦ (17) sale of an unregistered pesticide

Investigations performed by the Department determine
whether or not pesticide users, consultants, dealers or other
persons or businesses have violated any of the 22 prohibited
acts.

Enforcement action is taken when a violation has been
documented.  In some instances, a violation may not have
been documented, but the investigator identifies a practice
which may be of concern to the department. In these
situations, the Department issues a Letter of Advisement.
Letters of Advisement identify the Department’s specific
concerns about the sale, distribution or use of pesticide
products and  may be  issued to non-violators.  These letters
require no action by the persons to whom they are addressed.

The lowest level of enforcement action the Department takes
is called a “NOTICE OF VIOLATION” or “NOV”.  This
action can be taken when a violation of one of the 22
prohibited acts has been determined.  A “NOTICE OF
VIOLATION” would afford the violator specific rights
under the Administrative Procedure Act.  If no response is
received, the action is entered as a final order.

The next level of action is typically a “NOTICE OF
IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY”.   This is a monetary,
dollar value fine, assessed against the violator (see page 5).
The notice offers the violator the opportunity for a contested
case hearing.  The civil penalty action is completed when a
FINAL ORDER is issued.

The Department may take licensing action for a violation.
This is one of the highest, or more severe, levels of action
the Department can take, and is often taken when other
enforcement actions have not corrected prior violations.  The
Department may suspend, revoke or refuse to renew a
license.  A NOTICE OF PROPOSED LICENSE ACTION
will be issued to the violator who can request a contested
case hearing.  The action is complete when a FINAL
ORDER is issued.

Other options for action are also available:

♦ Stop sale, use or removal order
♦ Embargo
♦ Cease and desist order
♦ Referal to a district attorney
♦ Referal to the Oregon Department of Justice
♦ Referal to the US Environmental Protection Agency
♦ Referal to another Oregon regulatory agency

When deciding on an enforcement action, the Department
considers various factors.  The magnitude of a violation is
categorized as MAJOR (Category I), MODERATE
(Category II) or MINOR (Category III).  These categories
are established in OAR 603-57.  The gravity of a violation
is characterized as HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW and typically
reflects the severity of the violation in terms of adverse
effect, or potential effect, to human health, crops, livestock,
wildlife and water.  A violator’s past history is considered
in making an overall decision on the action to be taken.
Licensing history is also taken
into account:  has the
violator been licensed by
the Department and well
aware of pesticide laws?

The best way to avoid
enforcement action is
to follow the law which
includes following the
pesticide product label.

METHYL PARATHION & AZINPHOS-

METHYL REGULATORY INFORMATION

If you sell or use methyl parathion or azinphos-methyl
products, stay informed!  Some products may not be
legal for sale or use and others may need suplemental
labeling.  Call for more information:

EPA: 703-308-8035 or call the
EPA: 202-564-4162 product manufacturer
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When CIVIL PENALTY action is taken, the penalty is calculated using a mathematical formula established in OAR
603-57. The MAGNITUDE and GRAVITY are determined to calculate the base penalty.  For example, a Major
(Category I) violation with a Low Gravity produces a base penalty amount of $200, while a Major violation with a
High Gravity results in a base penalty of $370.  Other factors are given a numerical value:

♦ N:  Violations of the same prohibited act in the last three years.
♦ P:  Prior unrelated violations in the past three years.
♦ H:  History of correcting prior violations.
♦ R:  Preventability of the violation.
♦ C:  Cooperativeness.

All of these factors are used in the civil penalty equation to calculate the total fine.  The lower the value of each factor,
the lower the amount of the calculated civil penalty.  Consider, as an example, an individual who committed a major
violation with low gravity that was reasonably avoidable.  Also assume this induvidual had one other violation of the
same prohibited act within three years, one other unrelated violations (moderate) within  three years, and  was somewhat
cooperative with the investigation. The penalty amount would be:

NB + [(0.1 X NB)(P+H+R+C)]
2 X $200 + [(0.1 X $400)(2+1+3-1)]
$400 + $200 = $600 total penalty

N = 2, the second violation in three years.
B = $200.  The base penalty is determined by comparing CATEGORY I  MAGNITUDE and LOW GRAVITY in

the matrix at OAR 603-57-525.
P = 2, one prior occurrence of an unrelated Category II (moderate) violation in the past three years.
H = 1, history, the person took some, but not all steps to correct prior violations.
R = 3, preventability, the persons actions were reasonably avoidable.

HOW IS A CIVIL PENALTY CALCULATED?

COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURAL OPERATORS

WPS ALERT!

-EMPLOYER INFORMATION EXCHANGE-

Here is a reminder for commercial pesticide
operators of an important requirement of
the federal Worker Protection Standard
(40 CFR 170.224). Prior to
performing a pesticide application at
a farm, on forest land, or in a
greenhouse,  commercial pesticide
operators must inform their customers of the
following information:

♦ The specific location and description of the area(s) that
are to be treated with a pesticide

♦ The time and date the pesticide is scheduled to be
applied

♦ The name, EPA registration number, and active
ingredients of the pesticide products being applied

♦ The restricted-entry interval for the pesticide products
♦ Whether the pesticide labeling requires both treated-

area posting and oral notification to workers
♦ Any other specific requirements on the pesticide

labeling concerning protection of workers

Operator/grower information exchange procedures will be
reviewed by ODA as part of the investigation process.
Operators not currently providing the above information
to their customers need to be aware they are not in
compliance with WPS and could be subject to enforcement
action.

LORNA YOUNGS DEPARTS

For 15 years, Lorna Youngs has served Oregon
through the Oregon Department of Agriculture as
Assistant Director and Entomologist.  Lorna is leaving
to accept the position as Deputy Director of Oregon’s
Department of Motor Vehicles.
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24 (C) OR SPECIAL LOCAL NEED (SLN) PESTICIDE REGISTRATIONS

Activities from October 14 - December 21, 1999

DETNARG

tcudorP/tnartsigeR etiS .oN.geRAPE .oNNLS

F5nartoB/nawoG otatoP 622-36101 550099

W57nartoB/nawoG otatoP 981-36101 650099

E4nabsroL/secneicSorgAwoD deeSrofnworGssarG 022-91726 750099

CE4lyhteMavonimehC/avonimehC saePyrD 34-06776 850099

.taerTdeeSotatoPevlovE/nosfatsuG deeSotatoP enoN 950099

GNIDNEP

tcudorP/tnartsigeR etiS .oN.geRAPE

LX2laoG/saaH&mhoR separG-lortnoCrekcuS 342-707

CE2oderaL/saaH&mhoR deeSrofnworGssarG 222-707

edicibreHyleR/ovErgA deeSrofnworGssarG 781-93654

edicibreHmiA/CMF deeSrofnworGssarG 4913-972

DEINED

tcudorP/tnartsigeR etiS .oN.geRAPE nosaeR

orPloruseM/nawoG deeSrofnworGssarG 822-36101
latnemnorivnE

snrecnoC

TNARTSIGERYBDELLECNAC

tcudorP/tnartsigeR etiS .oN.geRAPE .oNNLS

edicignuFlarvoR/cneluoP-enohR sporCreficurC 354-462 550018

kiuqnE/ketnE yrrebpsaRdeR 1-19886 910069

edicitcesnIfruTnabsruD/ocnalEwoD slatnemanronworgdleiF 53-91726 110019

edicitiMW53enahtleK/saaH&mhoR seirrebenacsuoiraV 502-707 510009

ralunarG%51notsyS-iD/reyaB otatoP 271-5213 240097

ralunarG%51notsyS-iD/reyaB otatoP 271-5213 750038

W57nartoB/nawoG otatoP 981-36101 *220049

F5nartoB/nawoG otatoP 622-36101 **340069

004nogiD/sillErubliW deeSrofnworGssarG 025-5392 ***100079

W52edicarpuS/nawoG deeSrofnworGaflaflA 36101-457-001 ****120089

limreTmrehtoxEtseBs'ogiR/sillErubliW srelooC/kcotSyresruN.anrO 322-07 *****620029

* OR-940022 was replaced with OR-990056
* * OR-960043 was replaced with OR-990055
*** Use is on the Section 3 (main) label
**** Replaced with Gowan/Supracide®25WP , EPA

Reg.  No. 10163-244, OR-990053
***** There has never been an SLN associated with

SureCo Inc., “AllPro Exotherm Termil” in
Oregon.

WHERE DOES THE INSPECTION FEE GO?

You may be aware of the “inspection fee” or “tonnage
tax” if you are the first Oregon purchaser of fertilizers
or similar products, but did you know $.25 / ton goes
to fund research.  Project topics include groundwater
protection, agricultural chemical education and nutrient
strategies for crops.  To find out more, attend the
Groundwater Research and Development Conference
in Salem 1/20/2000  (503) 986-4779.
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SECTION 18 EMERGENCY EXEMPTIONS FOR 2000

As of 20 December 1999, the Oregon Department of Agriculture has received seven Section 18 requests from the grower
community for uses of pesticides to control emergency pest problems during the 2000 growing season.  All of these requests
have been processed by ODA and forwarded for review by the U.S. EPA.  EPA already has granted two of our 2000
requests, but the other five are still pending an EPA decision.  Also, three exemptions (one of which authorized use of three
products) that were granted earlier in 1999 will remain in effect for part of the year 2000.

CLOVER GROWN FOR SEED SLN’S

Currently, there are seven Special Local Need (SLN) registrations for  use on clover grown for seed. Three of these are for
use on Crimson clover only. Only one label (Comite  OR-770013) does not require that the producer of the seed provide a
copy of label to the seed conditioner. All labels have grazing restrictions and specify that treated foliage and seed screenings
can not be fed to livestock. All except the Comite  OR-770013 label, specifies that harvested seed can not be used for
sprouting. The Comite label will be amended to reflect current standards.  The Valent/Select 2EC registration is under
review and may be “disapproved.”

* Seed must be labeled “Not for human or animal consumption”
** Crimson Clover only
*** Copy of label must be provided to the seed conditioner by the producer of the seed
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INCREASED DOLLARS FOR MINOR

CROP RESEARCH AVAILABLE

ODA dedicates a maximum of 10% of base pesticide
product registration fees to a fund administered through
the Minor Crops Advisory Committee (MCAC) for
minor crop research.   With an increase in pesticide
product registration fees for the year 2000, the amount
of funds available for research projects will reach new
highs.  This availability of funds comes at a time when
minor crop registrations are starting to feel the effects
of  reduced uses and products available due to EPA
reassessment under the Food Quality Protection Act
(FQPA).

Due to the limited number of proposals being submitted,
MCAC will expand their consideration of research
proposals beyond residue trials.    Although the criteria
to consider funding proposals will continue with the
primary emphasis on residue trials, non-residue
proposals will also be considered for funding assistance,
within certain parameters.  Some of the criteria which

will be used to evaluate proposal priorities are:

♦ ONLY residue trials will be considered during the
first quarter of each calendar year.

♦ Residue trials OR phytotoxicity, efficacy, or other
trials will be considered in the second, third or
fourth quarters of each calendar year IF the projects
intend to produce data required to obtain a
registration  (including Special Local Needs and
Section 18s).

♦ Support for the specified use must be declared in
writing by the product registrant.

♦ Proposals with matching funds will have high
priority.

♦ Field trials will have high priority.
♦ Projects dealing with Production agriculture will

have high priority.

If you have questions regarding funding proposal
submission or the Minor Crops Advisory Committe,
contact Janet Fults at ODA (503) 986-4652 or
jfults@oda.state.or.us


